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The work of CrossReach has spanned across 150 years. To commemorate its many years in 
social care, a large scale exhibition was launched at Heart and Soul 2019. The main exhibition 
will be going on a journey across Scotland in various locations. Interested parties can get 
involved in the festivities by hosting the main exhibition, the mini exhibition and extract 
exhibition. 
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The Mini Exhibition 

The Extract Exhibition

What will you need

What will you need

Measurements: A2 Panels (420mm x 594 mm)

Space Required: TBC

Electricity: Not applicable 

Measurements: TBC

Space Required: TBC

Electricity: Not applicable 

Introduction to the Exhibition Introduction to the Exhibition Introduction to the Exhibition 



Space: E1 and E2 can sit in 1 hall or in 2 smaller halls.  If you are using 1 hall, the 
clearance for accessibility is 5m x 7m.

E1 and E2 height without lights: 2.23m 
E1 and E2 height with lights: 2.5m

Electricity: The TVs and iPads will need electricity to power the programmes. 
The exhibition runs from 4 power sockets. 

What will you need
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Introduction to the Exhibition 

S1: 1m3

S2:

E1:

E2:

3m x 5m

3m x 5m
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The Media Package 

Donations

TVs

iPads

The TV exhibition media package includes;
2 big television screens and mounts
2 small television screens and mounts 

The content displayed on screens subject to 
discussion.

The interactive entertainment package includes:
5 Apple iPads 
5 headsets 

Each iPad is installed with content and 
relevant software. 

Donation and communication boxes are available 
upon request. 
Sizes range from small (as pictured) to large 
perspex donation boxes. 

Size measurements:
Small - TBC
Large - TBC

Donation Boxes

Contactless Payments
Cashless donations can be facilitated through 
contact-less bank card payments and mobile 
payment systems such as Apple Pay. 

Package Options Package Options Package Options Package Options 
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Branded Advertising Material 
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1061 (FINISHED SIZE)

PINK...
BACKGROUNDS NEED 
TO BE EXTENDED
TO THE PINK OUTER 
LINE

BLACK...
FINISHED OVERALL SIZE
AND SHAPE AFTER 
PRINTING AND 
ASSEMBLY

KEY...

RED...
PLEASE KEEP ALL TEXT
WITHIN THE RED 
DASHED LINE.

FBTMD
Medium Teardrop

AT 179_Medium Teardrop BLACK HEM SET 2 AW template REV002

L:\ISO\QMS\03 - Controlled Documents, Templates & Forms\Artwork Templates\10 Projecting Signs & Flags\
Flying Banners\Teardrop Black Elasticated SET 2\AT 179_Medium Teardrop BLACK HEM SET 2 AW template
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Railing Banner 

Pull up Banners

Join Up The Dots

Tel: 0131 657 2000

www.crossreach.org.uk

150th Logo Banner.indd   1 04/02/2019   17:14:29

Tear Flags 

CrossReach branded railing banner with 
velco and eyelets.

Measurements: : 75cm x 247cm

CrossReach branded tear flag with water 
weights included. 

Measurements: 1061mm x  3059mm

CrossReach branded pull up banners. Available 
in white, purple and orange. 

Measurements: 2000mm x 850mm

Package Options Package Options 
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Extract Exhibition  

The extract exhibition consists of 16 build-able panels that 
demonstrate the history of the Church of Scotland’s Social Care 
Council and the function of CrossReach within service areas. 
This is also available in maxi flat poster sets (pictured below).

Extract Exhibition

The full exhibition has been adapted into a 5 stack set, with QR code links to online resources. 

Poster Dimensions
Size: A2 (420mm × 594mm)
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Panels

“We are privileged to work alongside so many children and  families each year.  The skills, 
enthusiasm and dedication of staff in enabling others to discover their own inner strength 
and resilience is incredible.”

Sheila Gordon
Director, Children & Family Services

At CrossReach we believe that with the right 
support, Scotland’s children, young people 
and families can thrive.

We know that families can encounter
adversity at different times and in different 
circumstances. Our experience tells us that 
by getting alongside them, offering practical 
help, and building positive relationships we 
can assist them to build their own strength 
and resilience, to overcome challenges and 
to experience positive change.

Our Care and Education service provides  
nurturing and loving care to children who  
cannot remain at home for a variety of 
reasons. We look after children in small 
community houses and are able to offer a 
first class learning environment from our 
education campus in Erskine. At the Mallard 
and Garratt we work alongside children and 
young people who have learning and 
physical disabilities recognising that everyone 
has the potential to live life to the full.
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Did you know...

That there are just under 15,000 
looked after children in Scotland? 

CrossReach looks after up to 32 children
at any one time, around 50 children per 
year in total.
A number of these children attend our 
education campus in Erskine which  
provides full time education to around 
30 pupils at any one time.

“I like it here, it’s a good place to be with 
good staff who I like.”

We know that at tough times people of all 
ages can struggle to maintain good  
emotional health which can impact on the 
way they feel about themselves and the  
people around them. Our Counselling 
Services help them to work through their 
difficult thoughts and feelings and find a 
positive way forward.  

In our community based support services 
we use a mixture of play, creative arts and 
literacy based activities to encourage 
emotional, social and physical development 
for each and every child and to promote 
strong healthy relationships between
parents and their children.  
You can find us working in this way at our
prison visitors centres, with children 
affected by parental substance use at 
Sunflower Garden, or in our Daisy Chain 
service in Glasgow. 

Having fun, creating opportunities, building
for positive futures. 

Did you know...

In Scotland more children experience
the imprisonment of a parent than 
experience parental divorce?

It is estimated that up to 30,000 
children experience the imprisonment 
of a family member each year in 
Scotland.  

CrossReach provides two prison visitors  
centres, one at Polmont and one at Perth 
where we work with children and families 
who are affected by a loved one being in 
prison.

“I always feel like they support my whole 
family more than even they understand.”

Did you know...

It is estimated that more than 1 in 
6 mothers and 1 in 10 fathers  
experience perinatal mental health 
illness? 

CrossReach has been delivering 
specialist treatment for perinatal mental 
health illness for over 30 years. We offer 
a range of therapies to over 1000 
mothers and fathers each year, providing 
crèche facilities using specialist crèche 
workers.

“Thank you so much for everything. 
Excellent service which has completely 
changed my life.”

“The people we support say we’ve changed their lives.  We value our colleagues who  
provide that, offering training and opportunities to develop a meaningful career.”

Calum Murray
Director, Adult Care Services

At CrossReach we believe that everyone has the 
potential to live life to the full.

The journey individuals choose is unique to them 
and may even change from day to day.  

We are here to support people every step of the 
way.

We encourage people to choose the services and 
packages that they need, plan their care and be  
involved in decisions affecting the way they live 
their life.
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We love our supporters  
Without you we would not be able 
to do much of the fabulous work 
you’ve seen in this exhibition. 

Did you know...

That a gift of £5 can buy:

• a healthy after-school snack for 6 

 children at Sunflower Garden, or

• a cosy tea-and-biscuits chat between a 

member of staff and a resident of  

Gaberston House for adults with mental 

health issues, or

• a set of paintbrushes for a participant in 

one of our Heart for Art groups?

Did you know...

That we have almost 900 ambassadors for 
CrossReach (Congregational Supporters) in 
local church congregations across Scotland?   
And we have 15 dedicated volunteer regional  
speakers?

You could be one or the other or both.  
Contact  supporters@crossreach.org.uk  if you
want to find out more, or visit our website.

Action point

This exhibition is free but 

please consider making a 

donation to create positive 

change in Scotland today.  

Your support is invaluable 

and will change lives. 

Cash or tap to pay, the 

choice is yours. 

Thank you.

Think about
Star footballer Neymar transferred from  
Barcelona to Paris St-Germain for £200m.  
For less than a quarter of that sum, CrossReach 
delivers 70 life-changing services across 
Scotland, supporting thousands every day.
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Thanks go to

for their financial contributions 
to the exhibition.

A brilliant service. I wish I could afford 
to give you all the money you need. I 
was literally about to reach the point 
of no return but you have shown me 
there is light at the end of the tunnel. 
(Senior Citizen Supporter, Survey Results)  

In a recent survey, 85% of donors 
strongly agree that we keep them 
informed about the difference 

their gifts make. 

Mental health
Mental well-being means people taking  
control of their life and moving forward 
as they become more aware of their own 
strength and ability to manage their own 
journey.  The journey people choose will 
be unique to them and may even change 
from day to day.  We are here to support 

people every step of the way.

Did you know...

Did you know...

Scotland recorded the highest level
of drugs deaths in Europe in July 
2018.  

At CrossReach we work with people  
spanning homelessness, substance use, 
criminal justice and mental health with
recovery and abstinence programmes.

Think about
Self Directed Support is the preferred
way of delivering services for adults 
across Scotland.  

At CrossReach we have dedicated staff to 
support the implementation of self  
directed approaches and we had a team 
of personalisation ambassadors for 3 
years funded by the Scottish Government.

Did you know...

Estimates suggest that 50% or more 
of people with Downs Syndrome 
will develop dementia due to 
Alzheimer’s disease as they age. 

CrossReach is the first organisation to 
have Dementia Ambassadors in all of its 
learning disability services.

Criminal justice
When prison becomes part of someone’s  
life, we’re here to offer practical and  
emotional support at a tough time. If you 
or someone you know is caught up in the 
criminal justice system, we can offer  
emotional and practical support to get 
through this difficult time. We can’t make 
the crime or the sentence go away, but 
we can offer advice, skills, hope and a 
reminder that you are not alone.

Substance use
We know that recovery from drug and  
alcohol dependency is possible. We are 
here to give people the right support. 
Wherever individuals are in their journey, 
we can work with them at their own pace. 
With the right support, people can build  
confidence, find structure and routine,  
work through the issues that led to  
dependency in the first place, find new 
coping skills and experience improved  
relationships.

Learning disabilities
We support people to live well with  
learning disabilities. We’ve been working 
alongside people with learning disabilities,  
autism and other support needs for over 
twenty years. For all of the staff working 
here, the best part of the job is celebrating 
abilities and achievements.

1 in 4 adults in Scotland have
reported as having mental health 
issues. 

At CrossReach we have a range of mental  
health services including residential and 
day services which have a focus on early 
intervention and prevention.
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“We can’t always see that a person is  
unwell. Many things are hidden.”

Tim Aikman

The seed of what is now an integral part of 
Tim’s life was securely planted when he 
visited an art college as part of a school trip.  
Tim graduated with an Advanced Diploma in  
Illustrative Photography from a college in  
Edinburgh in 2003.

Underneath the exterior of success, Tim was 
fighting a battle against alcohol dependency.
In 2013, whilst attending a clinic for alcohol  
problems, he spotted a poster about SMART  
meetings at CrossReach’s Simpson House.  
Determined to move forward in his recovery  
journey and aware he needed support to do 
this, he contacted the service.

Tim’s journey continued and when he found  
himself ready to offer support to others, Tim 
engaged with our Recovery Volunteer training, 
graduating in February 2014.

The Sparkling Images Art Club
is a group of people who like to draw and 
paint, meeting 3 times a week in a church hall 
in Musselburgh. Everyone has their own interests 
and their own way of painting.
The group paint for different reasons including 
to learn about the world we live in, for individual 
pleasure and for the benefit of other groups 
who commission work for local events.

Morven Day Service
offers support on the journey to recovery.  
This can take the form of one-to-one  
sessions, or it can be group activities such as 
art, music and relaxation.
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“We can’t always see that a person is  
unwell. Many things are hidden.”

Tim Aikman

The seed of what is now an integral part of 
Tim’s life was securely planted when he 
visited an art college as part of a school trip.  
Tim graduated with an Advanced Diploma in  
Illustrative Photography from a college in  
Edinburgh in 2003.

Underneath the exterior of success, Tim was 
fighting a battle against alcohol dependency.
In 2013, whilst attending a clinic for alcohol  
problems, he spotted a poster about SMART  
meetings at CrossReach’s Simpson House.  
Determined to move forward in his recovery  
journey and aware he needed support to do 
this, he contacted the service.

Tim’s journey continued and when he found  
himself ready to offer support to others, Tim 
engaged with our Recovery Volunteer training, 
graduating in February 2014.

The Sparkling Images Art Club
is a group of people who like to draw and 
paint, meeting 3 times a week in a church hall 
in Musselburgh. Everyone has their own interests 
and their own way of painting.
The group paint for different reasons including 
to learn about the world we live in, for individual 
pleasure and for the benefit of other groups 
who commission work for local events.

Morven Day Service
offers support on the journey to recovery.  
This can take the form of one-to-one  
sessions, or it can be group activities such as 
art, music and relaxation.

 
Social care governance

1869  The Committee on Christian Life and Work   
 was appointed by the General Assembly.

1879  Launched Life and Work magazine.

1904  The General Assembly established the
 Committee on Social Work.

1936  Committee on Christian Life and Social
 Work.

1945  The Committee on Social Service.

1963  The Department of Social and Moral  
 Welfare.

1976  The Board of Social Responsibility.

2005  The Social Care Council of the Church of
 Scotland, trading as CrossReach.

The Very Rev Professor Archibald Charteris

1990
THE NATIONAL HEALTH 
SERVICE AND COMMUNITY 
CARE ACT 

1992

MORVEN DAY SERVICES 
Supporting people with mental 

health problems.

2009PERTH PRISON 
VISITORS CENTRE 

Offering therapeutic interventions 
to support children affected by 
addictions within their families.

SUNFLOWER GARDEN

2003

The Social Care Council of the 
Church of Scotland, trading as 

CrossReach.

CROSSREACH ESTABLISHED

2005

Support for children with learning 
disabilities.

THE MALLARD

1995

Hostel for homeless people, was 
opened to replace the People’s 

Palace Night Shelter.

CUNNINGHAM HOUSE 

1994

THE DAISY CHAIN
EARLY YEARS PROJECT

HEART FOR ART
Promoting creativity, 

self-worth and achievement 
for people with dementia.

2012

POLMONT PRISON 
VISITORS CENTRE FAMILY 

HUB AND BUS

2015

FINNIESCROFT FARM

2016

Offering a safe, caring home life for 
children and young people.

ERSKINE WATERFRONT 
CAMPUS 

2018

Offering an enriched learning experience for 
pupils aged 8 – 16.

1968THE SOCIAL WORK 
SCOTLAND ACT

1869
THE COMMITTEE ON 
CHRISTIAN LIFE 
AND WORK
Appointed by the General 
Assembly

THE DEACONESS
TRAINING HOSPITAL IN
EDINBURGH FOUNDED

1894

ROBERTSON ORPHAN 
HOME FOR GIRLS

1898

The running was taken over 
by the committee.

1904

WELFARE TENTS FOR THE 
TERRITORIAL ARMY

Provided by the Young Mens Guild.

1905

DISCHARGED PRISONERS 
AID SOCIETY 

The Committee on Social Service 
obtained registration.

KINGHORN HOLIDAY HOME 
FOR CHILDREN AND REST 

FOR MOTHERS PURCHASED

1916

CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND HUTS

Supporting soldiers at the front line.

1913

HOSTEL FOR YOUNG 
WOMEN OPENED

1923

EDINBURGH SABBATH FREE 
BREAKFAST AND PEOPLE'S 

PALACE MISSION
Were taken on by the Committee.

1962

Opened as a rehabilitation centre, 
providing psychological, psychiatric 

and other forms of specialised 
help.

TOM ALLAN CENTRE 

For young men with epilepsy was 
opened in Glasgow.

BELLHAVEN TERRACE
HOSTEL 

1964

First Approved School 
was opened.

GEILSLAND

Given to Edinburgh Southern 
Hospitals Group as part of the 

introduction of the NHS.

DEACONESS HOSPITAL 

1948 1943

(Home for working lads) was damaged 
during air raids on 21st April.  Deeford 
House was purchased and boys were 

relocated there on 28th June.

BROADFORD HOUSE 

Care home for the elderly 
opened.

BALMEDIE HOUSE 

1937

Nursery school opened.

PEOPLE’S PALACE 
MISSION  

1926 POWFOULIS HOUSE
The Committee’s first care home 

for the elderly was opened.

1929

THE WOMEN’S 
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 

WAS OPENED

2019

HEART FOR ART
Opening of the 

Galashiels group.

WOLFSON HOUSE

1969

For young women with 
epilepsy.

WILLIAMWOOD

1983

The first specialist dementia 
residential care home in 

Scotland was opened.

RAINBOW HOUSE

1985

Providing counselling, treatment, educational 
resources and ancillary residential 

accommodation for people that have been 
affected by substance use.

SIMPSON HOUSE

1987

Offering specialised counselling for 
people affected by Postnatal 

Depression. Currently offers support 
for adults with drug problems.

DICK STEWART HOSTELS  

1988

Offering accommodation and 
counselling services to 6 

women and 8 men.

150 year highlights

Our pioneering work has 
spanned around 150 years and 
during that time we have 
connected with our 
communities to understand 
the needs of the people of  
Scotland – the people who 
come to us for our help.  
We have been at the forefront 
of crafting services that have  
changed many thousands of 
lives for the better.

Today, we continue to be one 
of the largest care providers in  
Scotland with our experience  
spanning across an extensive 
range of services.

Committed to learning and  
improving, we are still growing, 
thanks to the people we have 
the privilege of supporting and 
to those that support us.

0131 657 2000 

The loving care of CrossReach is offered to people of all ages. Our help and support is provided so 
people can live their lives to the full regardless of the circumstances they find themselves facing.

Support for adults
We work to support adults experiencing challenges from all 
walks of life, without judgement.  Our role is one that 
encourages each individual to face the difficulties they 
encounter in the knowledge that we are in their corner 
offering them the help and support that they have come to us 
for. Such expertise is offered from a wealth of experience.

Care for older people
Every person is unique. At CrossReach, we work with older 
people and their families to identify, shape and tailor services 
which support and enhance the wellbeing of each individual 
person. Our aim is to support people to realise their dreams and  
aspirations at this stage of their life.  

Support for children, young people and families
Many families look for support at some point in their lives. We 
recognise the impact that adverse experiences can have, not 
just in childhood but into adulthood. We believe that by being 
there to walk alongside children and their families we can help 
them to build on their own strengths and resilience to 
overcome and achieve the outcomes important to them.  

www.crossreach.org.uk

“Supporting positive outcomes and learning from our older citizens is a privilege for us in 
CrossReach every day. Our service is built on respect, trust and love in action.”

Allan Logan
Director, Older People Services
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Older age can bring changes to your way of life. 
It doesn’t mean an end to your quality of life. 
At CrossReach we have been pioneering the care 
of older people for decades, with particular 
emphasis on dementia care.
 
We believe that every life can be enhanced, and 
should be lived as fully as possible. Quality of life 
means being part of a community, maintaining 
your independence and focusing on the things 
you can do, not the things you can’t. 
 
It’s true that older age can bring challenges, as 
well as some difficult decisions. But our aim is to 
give you and your family a voice in deciding your 
future. We can help you navigate your options so 
that you can embrace your next chapter with
confidence.

Did you know...
Creative Art and Dementia: 
Creativity can stimulate conversation, 
aid concentration and can support 
memory retention.

CrossReach has ten Heart for Art creative 

art groups across Scotland.

Did you know...
 

Dementia: There are over 90,000 
people living with dementia in 
Scotland today. 
CrossReach has Dementia Ambassadors 
in all its dementia care homes and services. 
They have enhanced skills and knowledge 
in dementia care, and provide a point of 
contact for families and carers.

In 1983 CrossReach opened Scotland’s 
first specialist dementia care home at 
Williamwood House in Glasgow and we are 
still leading the way in dementia care today. 
We have eighteen care homes across
Scotland, including seven exclusively for 
people with dementia.
 
All our care homes offer a loving and 
homely environment, where everyone is 
treated with dignity and respect. Our staff 
have specialist experience and an enhanced 
level of training that ensures we can make 
life as comfortable, stimulating and fulfilling 
as it can be. From Day Care Support to
Respite Care, Residential and Specialist 
care, we take time to get to know each 
person in our care, and plan activities to 
match their individual interests, knowledge, 
experiences and skills.
 
Promoting creativity, self worth and 
achievement for people with dementia, 
CrossReach set up Heart for Art in 2012, 
creative arts groups for people with 
dementia across Scotland. We know from 
research and our own experience that  
creativity stimulates conversation, aids 
concentration and even improves memory 

retention.

Did you know...
Intergenerational Relationships:
“The chains of relationships between 
ageing parents, adult children and 
grandchildren are known as 
intergenerational relationships. 
Ageing adults are living healthier lives 
making interactions more important 
than ever.” Galloway Ridge.
 
An award winning intergenerational 
partnership initiative between Care and 
Learning Alliance’s Junior World and the 
CrossReach Whinnieknowe Care Home in 
Nairn, continues to attract recognition for 
the positive impact this initiative is having 
for local children and the residents at 
Whinnieknowe.  
Wee Ones at Whinnieknowe or “WOW” for 
short, has brought little ones from Junior 
World and residents of Whinnieknowe 
together, providing opportunities to share 
interests and experiences, get involved in 
joint activities, and of course creating a 
real sense of fun and laughter.

“We are privileged to work alongside so many children and  families each year.  The skills, 
enthusiasm and dedication of staff in enabling others to discover their own inner strength 
and resilience is incredible.”

Sheila Gordon
Director, Children & Family Services

At CrossReach we believe that with the right 
support, Scotland’s children, young people 
and families can thrive.

We know that families can encounter
adversity at different times and in different 
circumstances. Our experience tells us that 
by getting alongside them, offering practical 
help, and building positive relationships we 
can assist them to build their own strength 
and resilience, to overcome challenges and 
to experience positive change.

Our Care and Education service provides  
nurturing and loving care to children who  
cannot remain at home for a variety of 
reasons. We look after children in small 
community houses and are able to offer a 
first class learning environment from our 
education campus in Erskine. At the Mallard 
and Garratt we work alongside children and 
young people who have learning and 
physical disabilities recognising that everyone 
has the potential to live life to the full.
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Did you know...

That there are just under 15,000 
looked after children in Scotland? 

CrossReach looks after up to 32 children
at any one time, around 50 children per 
year in total.
A number of these children attend our 
education campus in Erskine which  
provides full time education to around 
30 pupils at any one time.

“I like it here, it’s a good place to be with 
good staff who I like.”

We know that at tough times people of all 
ages can struggle to maintain good  
emotional health which can impact on the 
way they feel about themselves and the  
people around them. Our Counselling 
Services help them to work through their 
difficult thoughts and feelings and find a 
positive way forward.  

In our community based support services 
we use a mixture of play, creative arts and 
literacy based activities to encourage 
emotional, social and physical development 
for each and every child and to promote 
strong healthy relationships between
parents and their children.  
You can find us working in this way at our
prison visitors centres, with children 
affected by parental substance use at 
Sunflower Garden, or in our Daisy Chain 
service in Glasgow. 

Having fun, creating opportunities, building
for positive futures. 

Did you know...

In Scotland more children experience
the imprisonment of a parent than 
experience parental divorce?

It is estimated that up to 30,000 
children experience the imprisonment 
of a family member each year in 
Scotland.  

CrossReach provides two prison visitors  
centres, one at Polmont and one at Perth 
where we work with children and families 
who are affected by a loved one being in 
prison.

“I always feel like they support my whole 
family more than even they understand.”

Did you know...

It is estimated that more than 1 in 
6 mothers and 1 in 10 fathers  
experience perinatal mental health 
illness? 

CrossReach has been delivering 
specialist treatment for perinatal mental 
health illness for over 30 years. We offer 
a range of therapies to over 1000 
mothers and fathers each year, providing 
crèche facilities using specialist crèche 
workers.

“Thank you so much for everything. 
Excellent service which has completely 
changed my life.”

“The people we support say we’ve changed their lives.  We value our colleagues who  
provide that, offering training and opportunities to develop a meaningful career.”

Calum Murray
Director, Adult Care Services

At CrossReach we believe that everyone has the 
potential to live life to the full.

The journey individuals choose is unique to them 
and may even change from day to day.  

We are here to support people every step of the 
way.

We encourage people to choose the services and 
packages that they need, plan their care and be  
involved in decisions affecting the way they live 
their life.
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We love our supporters  
Without you we would not be able 
to do much of the fabulous work 
you’ve seen in this exhibition. 

Did you know...

That a gift of £5 can buy:

• a healthy after-school snack for 6 

 children at Sunflower Garden, or

• a cosy tea-and-biscuits chat between a 

member of staff and a resident of  

Gaberston House for adults with mental 

health issues, or

• a set of paintbrushes for a participant in 

one of our Heart for Art groups?

Did you know...

That we have almost 900 ambassadors for 
CrossReach (Congregational Supporters) in 
local church congregations across Scotland?   
And we have 15 dedicated volunteer regional  
speakers?

You could be one or the other or both.  
Contact  supporters@crossreach.org.uk  if you
want to find out more, or visit our website.

Action point

This exhibition is free but 

please consider making a 

donation to create positive 

change in Scotland today.  

Your support is invaluable 

and will change lives. 

Cash or tap to pay, the 

choice is yours. 

Thank you.

Think about
Star footballer Neymar transferred from  
Barcelona to Paris St-Germain for £200m.  
For less than a quarter of that sum, CrossReach 
delivers 70 life-changing services across 
Scotland, supporting thousands every day.
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Thanks go to

for their financial contributions 
to the exhibition.

A brilliant service. I wish I could afford 
to give you all the money you need. I 
was literally about to reach the point 
of no return but you have shown me 
there is light at the end of the tunnel. 
(Senior Citizen Supporter, Survey Results)  

In a recent survey, 85% of donors 
strongly agree that we keep them 
informed about the difference 

their gifts make. 

Mental health
Mental well-being means people taking  
control of their life and moving forward 
as they become more aware of their own 
strength and ability to manage their own 
journey.  The journey people choose will 
be unique to them and may even change 
from day to day.  We are here to support 

people every step of the way.

Did you know...

Did you know...

Scotland recorded the highest level
of drugs deaths in Europe in July 
2018.  

At CrossReach we work with people  
spanning homelessness, substance use, 
criminal justice and mental health with
recovery and abstinence programmes.

Think about
Self Directed Support is the preferred
way of delivering services for adults 
across Scotland.  

At CrossReach we have dedicated staff to 
support the implementation of self  
directed approaches and we had a team 
of personalisation ambassadors for 3 
years funded by the Scottish Government.

Did you know...

Estimates suggest that 50% or more 
of people with Downs Syndrome 
will develop dementia due to 
Alzheimer’s disease as they age. 

CrossReach is the first organisation to 
have Dementia Ambassadors in all of its 
learning disability services.

Criminal justice
When prison becomes part of someone’s  
life, we’re here to offer practical and  
emotional support at a tough time. If you 
or someone you know is caught up in the 
criminal justice system, we can offer  
emotional and practical support to get 
through this difficult time. We can’t make 
the crime or the sentence go away, but 
we can offer advice, skills, hope and a 
reminder that you are not alone.

Substance use
We know that recovery from drug and  
alcohol dependency is possible. We are 
here to give people the right support. 
Wherever individuals are in their journey, 
we can work with them at their own pace. 
With the right support, people can build  
confidence, find structure and routine,  
work through the issues that led to  
dependency in the first place, find new 
coping skills and experience improved  
relationships.

Learning disabilities
We support people to live well with  
learning disabilities. We’ve been working 
alongside people with learning disabilities,  
autism and other support needs for over 
twenty years. For all of the staff working 
here, the best part of the job is celebrating 
abilities and achievements.

1 in 4 adults in Scotland have
reported as having mental health 
issues. 

At CrossReach we have a range of mental  
health services including residential and 
day services which have a focus on early 
intervention and prevention.

People who use our services said...

• 99% said that employees have the skills to 
care for them.

• 98% of people said they feel valued and  
included. 

• 99.9% said that the service treats them well.

Did you know...

We have… 

1700 employees providing care and support 
across Scotland.

90% of employees said they would recommend 
CrossReach to friends and family as a service.

88% of employees say the work I do makes 
me feel good.

I don’t think I’ll ever forget standing at Croy train station in autumn 2012. The high 
speed trains had become something of a morbid fascination. On this one particular 
day however a thought occurred to me stronger than normal, that I was literally a few 
steps away from making everything stop. 
It was a couple of months later, in November, that I ended up in CrossReach’s 
Rainbow House. I had just turned 25 and couldn’t understand how I had ended up in 
such a desperate state. Only a year and a half earlier I had graduated from university. 
I arrived at Rainbow House with a few basic belongings and the firm belief that two 
weeks would be enough to ‘sort myself out’. The first week was a blur but slowly I 
was coaxed out of my shell by staff and peers. I think I had forgotten what it was like 
to have a conversation, to laugh with someone, to sit down and eat a meal. I worked 
closely with my keyworker and came to see the reality of my addiction. 
The project was an amazing bridge between residential rehab and moving into my 
own flat. It offered me a supportive base for nine months where I could build up  
support networks, confidence and life skills. Staff helped me to help myself. 
Today, thanks to the grace of God, the fellowship of AA and the people from  
CrossReach, I have the privilege of working at the Whiteinch Move-On service.

I have worked for CrossReach since 2005, mostly in services for children and families. I have been 
around for a while and have the privilege of seeing many many lives changed and the impact of 
the commitment and dedication of those providing CrossReach services. 
Within our services for children with additional support needs, I have watched children come  
through the doors aged 8 and leave at age 18 ready to move on to whatever adventures their adult 
lives hold. For so many of our families, CrossReach has been a lifeline and I am proud to be part of 
the family.

The service is so important to people who use it. One client, Sam, told us that he really enjoys  
coming to this group because he is defined as an artist rather than an older person with Alzheimer’s.
There is a huge social aspect to Heart for Art: it brings people out of complete isolation, or allows 
them to spend rare quality time with their families and friends. 
We also exhibit in local and national settings across Scotland.  For us, this is an opportunity to 
reach out to others, and to openly tackle the stigma attached to dementia by boldly displaying the 
achievements of each individual. It also explores how the act of both viewing and making art can be 
a powerful way of connecting with self, forging meaningful connections with others, and  
improving the general well-being of those living with the condition and their carers.

Margaret Morrison
Employee of the year
(2018)  
Activities Co-Ordinator,  
Cameron House.

Colleagues said...
Margaret has transformed the life of our service users since commencing in her post. She has the 
qualities and skills for promoting excellence towards the service users’ welfare and wellbeing. She 
also supports service users families and friends, giving them time to talk and offers support and 
friendship. 

She is kind and compassionate towards service users, going the extra mile to ensure they are 
comfortable with whatever they are doing. 

Margaret has worked extremely hard, ensuring that there is a wide and varied programme of  
activities for all service users and giving them a more meaningful quality of life.

 Our employees

Liann Weir, 

Managing Co-ordinator,  
Glasgow Children’s Services

Paula Pinda,  
Heart for Art Manager,  
CrossReach

Prince’s Trust  
Partnership
In partnership with The Prince’s Trust, we
offer a 5 week programme of training and 
work experience for young people who are 
interested in working within Health and Social 
care. People aged between 16 – 30 who are 
unemployed and interested in a career in the 
Health and Social Care sector can apply.

I now feel happier and positive 
about my life. I would like to thank all 
the staff at CrossReach and Prince’s 
Trust. I have loved every minute.
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Since I got a place on this course I  
have found a sense of purpose in 
myself as an individual and met new 
friends along the way.

Now I can open the doors to 
fresh opportunities, thank you all.

Mairi Baker,
Worker at Whiteinch  
Move On Service

“Our employees and volunteers have a long legacy of providing social care and support in 
Scotland, often remarking on the privilege of the work they do, and how in helping others, 
their own lives are transformed.”

Mari Rennie, 
Director, Human Resource and Organisational Development  

I like the way I am included.

The work you do is amazing. Your 
support is outstanding.

I hope the staff know the very real 
difference their love and care is 
making to those they care for and 
to the lives of their carers.

People who use our service said...

These articles first appeared in the January 
2019 issue of Life and Work, the magazine 
of the Church of Scotland.

Heart for Art is a creative arts service for 
older people living with dementia, 
supported financially in part by Life 
Changes Trust.

Those who attend create their own  
self- directed body of creative work. 

This allows people to take control of their  
self-expression; their identity; and feel 
empowered in the face of a dementia  
diagnosis.

Lochside in Skye by Bob Anderson 

Purple Mists by Lorraine Bryson

Woodland Sunlight by Betty and Ian Hunter

Ignominia by Valerie Kemp
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Jennifer’s Dog

Our volunteers

Colleagues said ...
David came to Morven Day Services for support in 2009, from a career in journalism. His inspiration  
to volunteer with the service came from his participation in the Creative Writing group and in 
2010 he became the group facilitator. This was just the beginning. He became actively involved in  
re-introducing the service’s newsletter, the production of the ‘See Me’ project and of the  
service’s Annual Review.

David Lloyd,  
Volunteer of the year (2013)

CrossReach is one of the biggest providers of 
counselling in Scotland. Our therapeutic  
services are provided by over 200 post 
graduate trained volunteer counsellors and 
therapists. 

We are nationally respected and often a first 
choice for trainee placements and offer a 
range of development opportunities to gain 
valuable experience in working with children 
and young people, substance misuse, perinatal 
mental health, relationship and generic 
counselling.

Colleagues said...
Margaret is a customer of, and volunteer for, Threshold Glasgow. She is part of Threshold Glasgow’s 
management team and volunteers at weekly management meetings. She is a lay assessor for the 
Care Inspectorate and has carried out 10 inspections to date. She is involved in the community 
involvement committee which organised events to raise money for CrossReach’s Learning 
Disabilities National Forum. As part of the forum, she attends monthly meetings, writes reports 
and helps run events to raise money. To develop her role as a volunteer she attends regular
training with the Scottish Consortium for Learning Disability. Margaret is part of a small team that 
goes to speak at colleges and universities throughout the year. This has a positive effect as she 
discusses how she receives care and how empowering that can be. 

Margaret Winchcole,  
Volunteer of the year (2016)

There are a number of volunteer and student 
placement opportunities at CrossReach, such 
as Taxi Buddy, Art and Play Therapists, Friends 
Group, Regional Speakers, and Fundraiser.

Volunteer rolesDid you know...

Our counselling services have around 300 
volunteers providing support every year.

“We are privileged to work alongside so many children and  families each year.  The skills, 
enthusiasm and dedication of staff in enabling others to discover their own inner strength 
and resilience is incredible.”

Sheila Gordon
Director, Children & Family Services

At CrossReach we believe that with the right 
support, Scotland’s children, young people 
and families can thrive.

We know that families can encounter
adversity at different times and in different 
circumstances. Our experience tells us that 
by getting alongside them, offering practical 
help, and building positive relationships we 
can assist them to build their own strength 
and resilience, to overcome challenges and 
to experience positive change.

Our Care and Education service provides  
nurturing and loving care to children who  
cannot remain at home for a variety of 
reasons. We look after children in small 
community houses and are able to offer a 
first class learning environment from our 
education campus in Erskine. At the Mallard 
and Garratt we work alongside children and 
young people who have learning and 
physical disabilities recognising that everyone 
has the potential to live life to the full.
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Did you know...

That there are just under 15,000 
looked after children in Scotland? 

CrossReach looks after up to 32 children
at any one time, around 50 children per 
year in total.
A number of these children attend our 
education campus in Erskine which  
provides full time education to around 
30 pupils at any one time.

“I like it here, it’s a good place to be with 
good staff who I like.”

We know that at tough times people of all 
ages can struggle to maintain good  
emotional health which can impact on the 
way they feel about themselves and the  
people around them. Our Counselling 
Services help them to work through their 
difficult thoughts and feelings and find a 
positive way forward.  

In our community based support services 
we use a mixture of play, creative arts and 
literacy based activities to encourage 
emotional, social and physical development 
for each and every child and to promote 
strong healthy relationships between
parents and their children.  
You can find us working in this way at our
prison visitors centres, with children 
affected by parental substance use at 
Sunflower Garden, or in our Daisy Chain 
service in Glasgow. 

Having fun, creating opportunities, building
for positive futures. 

Did you know...

In Scotland more children experience
the imprisonment of a parent than 
experience parental divorce?

It is estimated that up to 30,000 
children experience the imprisonment 
of a family member each year in 
Scotland.  

CrossReach provides two prison visitors  
centres, one at Polmont and one at Perth 
where we work with children and families 
who are affected by a loved one being in 
prison.

“I always feel like they support my whole 
family more than even they understand.”

Did you know...

It is estimated that more than 1 in 
6 mothers and 1 in 10 fathers  
experience perinatal mental health 
illness? 

CrossReach has been delivering 
specialist treatment for perinatal mental 
health illness for over 30 years. We offer 
a range of therapies to over 1000 
mothers and fathers each year, providing 
crèche facilities using specialist crèche 
workers.

“Thank you so much for everything. 
Excellent service which has completely 
changed my life.”

“The people we support say we’ve changed their lives.  We value our colleagues who  
provide that, offering training and opportunities to develop a meaningful career.”

Calum Murray
Director, Adult Care Services

At CrossReach we believe that everyone has the 
potential to live life to the full.

The journey individuals choose is unique to them 
and may even change from day to day.  

We are here to support people every step of the 
way.

We encourage people to choose the services and 
packages that they need, plan their care and be  
involved in decisions affecting the way they live 
their life.
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We love our supporters  
Without you we would not be able 
to do much of the fabulous work 
you’ve seen in this exhibition. 

Did you know...

That a gift of £5 can buy:

• a healthy after-school snack for 6 

 children at Sunflower Garden, or

• a cosy tea-and-biscuits chat between a 

member of staff and a resident of  

Gaberston House for adults with mental 

health issues, or

• a set of paintbrushes for a participant in 

one of our Heart for Art groups?

Did you know...

That we have almost 900 ambassadors for 
CrossReach (Congregational Supporters) in 
local church congregations across Scotland?   
And we have 15 dedicated volunteer regional  
speakers?

You could be one or the other or both.  
Contact  supporters@crossreach.org.uk  if you
want to find out more, or visit our website.

Action point

This exhibition is free but 

please consider making a 

donation to create positive 

change in Scotland today.  

Your support is invaluable 

and will change lives. 

Cash or tap to pay, the 

choice is yours. 

Thank you.

Think about
Star footballer Neymar transferred from  
Barcelona to Paris St-Germain for £200m.  
For less than a quarter of that sum, CrossReach 
delivers 70 life-changing services across 
Scotland, supporting thousands every day.
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Thanks go to

for their financial contributions 
to the exhibition.

A brilliant service. I wish I could afford 
to give you all the money you need. I 
was literally about to reach the point 
of no return but you have shown me 
there is light at the end of the tunnel. 
(Senior Citizen Supporter, Survey Results)  

In a recent survey, 85% of donors 
strongly agree that we keep them 
informed about the difference 

their gifts make. 

Mental health
Mental well-being means people taking  
control of their life and moving forward 
as they become more aware of their own 
strength and ability to manage their own 
journey.  The journey people choose will 
be unique to them and may even change 
from day to day.  We are here to support 

people every step of the way.

Did you know...

Did you know...

Scotland recorded the highest level
of drugs deaths in Europe in July 
2018.  

At CrossReach we work with people  
spanning homelessness, substance use, 
criminal justice and mental health with
recovery and abstinence programmes.

Think about
Self Directed Support is the preferred
way of delivering services for adults 
across Scotland.  

At CrossReach we have dedicated staff to 
support the implementation of self  
directed approaches and we had a team 
of personalisation ambassadors for 3 
years funded by the Scottish Government.

Did you know...

Estimates suggest that 50% or more 
of people with Downs Syndrome 
will develop dementia due to 
Alzheimer’s disease as they age. 

CrossReach is the first organisation to 
have Dementia Ambassadors in all of its 
learning disability services.

Criminal justice
When prison becomes part of someone’s  
life, we’re here to offer practical and  
emotional support at a tough time. If you 
or someone you know is caught up in the 
criminal justice system, we can offer  
emotional and practical support to get 
through this difficult time. We can’t make 
the crime or the sentence go away, but 
we can offer advice, skills, hope and a 
reminder that you are not alone.

Substance use
We know that recovery from drug and  
alcohol dependency is possible. We are 
here to give people the right support. 
Wherever individuals are in their journey, 
we can work with them at their own pace. 
With the right support, people can build  
confidence, find structure and routine,  
work through the issues that led to  
dependency in the first place, find new 
coping skills and experience improved  
relationships.

Learning disabilities
We support people to live well with  
learning disabilities. We’ve been working 
alongside people with learning disabilities,  
autism and other support needs for over 
twenty years. For all of the staff working 
here, the best part of the job is celebrating 
abilities and achievements.

1 in 4 adults in Scotland have
reported as having mental health 
issues. 

At CrossReach we have a range of mental  
health services including residential and 
day services which have a focus on early 
intervention and prevention.
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“We can’t always see that a person is  
unwell. Many things are hidden.”

Tim Aikman

The seed of what is now an integral part of 
Tim’s life was securely planted when he 
visited an art college as part of a school trip.  
Tim graduated with an Advanced Diploma in  
Illustrative Photography from a college in  
Edinburgh in 2003.

Underneath the exterior of success, Tim was 
fighting a battle against alcohol dependency.
In 2013, whilst attending a clinic for alcohol  
problems, he spotted a poster about SMART  
meetings at CrossReach’s Simpson House.  
Determined to move forward in his recovery  
journey and aware he needed support to do 
this, he contacted the service.

Tim’s journey continued and when he found  
himself ready to offer support to others, Tim 
engaged with our Recovery Volunteer training, 
graduating in February 2014.

The Sparkling Images Art Club
is a group of people who like to draw and 
paint, meeting 3 times a week in a church hall 
in Musselburgh. Everyone has their own interests 
and their own way of painting.
The group paint for different reasons including 
to learn about the world we live in, for individual 
pleasure and for the benefit of other groups 
who commission work for local events.

Morven Day Service
offers support on the journey to recovery.  
This can take the form of one-to-one  
sessions, or it can be group activities such as 
art, music and relaxation.

 
Social care governance

1869  The Committee on Christian Life and Work   
 was appointed by the General Assembly.

1879  Launched Life and Work magazine.

1904  The General Assembly established the
 Committee on Social Work.

1936  Committee on Christian Life and Social
 Work.

1945  The Committee on Social Service.

1963  The Department of Social and Moral  
 Welfare.

1976  The Board of Social Responsibility.

2005  The Social Care Council of the Church of
 Scotland, trading as CrossReach.

The Very Rev Professor Archibald Charteris

1990
THE NATIONAL HEALTH 
SERVICE AND COMMUNITY 
CARE ACT 

1992

MORVEN DAY SERVICES 
Supporting people with mental 

health problems.

2009PERTH PRISON 
VISITORS CENTRE 

Offering therapeutic interventions 
to support children affected by 
addictions within their families.

SUNFLOWER GARDEN

2003

The Social Care Council of the 
Church of Scotland, trading as 

CrossReach.

CROSSREACH ESTABLISHED

2005

Support for children with learning 
disabilities.

THE MALLARD

1995

Hostel for homeless people, was 
opened to replace the People’s 

Palace Night Shelter.

CUNNINGHAM HOUSE 

1994

THE DAISY CHAIN
EARLY YEARS PROJECT

HEART FOR ART
Promoting creativity, 

self-worth and achievement 
for people with dementia.

2012

POLMONT PRISON 
VISITORS CENTRE FAMILY 

HUB AND BUS

2015

FINNIESCROFT FARM

2016

Offering a safe, caring home life for 
children and young people.

ERSKINE WATERFRONT 
CAMPUS 

2018

Offering an enriched learning experience for 
pupils aged 8 – 16.

1968THE SOCIAL WORK 
SCOTLAND ACT

1869
THE COMMITTEE ON 
CHRISTIAN LIFE 
AND WORK
Appointed by the General 
Assembly

THE DEACONESS
TRAINING HOSPITAL IN
EDINBURGH FOUNDED

1894

ROBERTSON ORPHAN 
HOME FOR GIRLS

1898

The running was taken over 
by the committee.

1904

WELFARE TENTS FOR THE 
TERRITORIAL ARMY

Provided by the Young Mens Guild.

1905

DISCHARGED PRISONERS 
AID SOCIETY 

The Committee on Social Service 
obtained registration.

KINGHORN HOLIDAY HOME 
FOR CHILDREN AND REST 

FOR MOTHERS PURCHASED

1916

CHURCH OF
SCOTLAND HUTS

Supporting soldiers at the front line.

1913

HOSTEL FOR YOUNG 
WOMEN OPENED

1923

EDINBURGH SABBATH FREE 
BREAKFAST AND PEOPLE'S 

PALACE MISSION
Were taken on by the Committee.

1962

Opened as a rehabilitation centre, 
providing psychological, psychiatric 

and other forms of specialised 
help.

TOM ALLAN CENTRE 

For young men with epilepsy was 
opened in Glasgow.

BELLHAVEN TERRACE
HOSTEL 

1964

First Approved School 
was opened.

GEILSLAND

Given to Edinburgh Southern 
Hospitals Group as part of the 

introduction of the NHS.

DEACONESS HOSPITAL 

1948 1943

(Home for working lads) was damaged 
during air raids on 21st April.  Deeford 
House was purchased and boys were 

relocated there on 28th June.

BROADFORD HOUSE 

Care home for the elderly 
opened.

BALMEDIE HOUSE 

1937

Nursery school opened.

PEOPLE’S PALACE 
MISSION  

1926 POWFOULIS HOUSE
The Committee’s first care home 

for the elderly was opened.

1929

THE WOMEN’S 
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 

WAS OPENED

2019

HEART FOR ART
Opening of the 

Galashiels group.

WOLFSON HOUSE

1969

For young women with 
epilepsy.

WILLIAMWOOD

1983

The first specialist dementia 
residential care home in 

Scotland was opened.

RAINBOW HOUSE

1985

Providing counselling, treatment, educational 
resources and ancillary residential 

accommodation for people that have been 
affected by substance use.

SIMPSON HOUSE

1987

Offering specialised counselling for 
people affected by Postnatal 

Depression. Currently offers support 
for adults with drug problems.

DICK STEWART HOSTELS  

1988

Offering accommodation and 
counselling services to 6 

women and 8 men.

150 year highlights

Our pioneering work has 
spanned around 150 years and 
during that time we have 
connected with our 
communities to understand 
the needs of the people of  
Scotland – the people who 
come to us for our help.  
We have been at the forefront 
of crafting services that have  
changed many thousands of 
lives for the better.

Today, we continue to be one 
of the largest care providers in  
Scotland with our experience  
spanning across an extensive 
range of services.

Committed to learning and  
improving, we are still growing, 
thanks to the people we have 
the privilege of supporting and 
to those that support us.

0131 657 2000 

The loving care of CrossReach is offered to people of all ages. Our help and support is provided so 
people can live their lives to the full regardless of the circumstances they find themselves facing.

Support for adults
We work to support adults experiencing challenges from all 
walks of life, without judgement.  Our role is one that 
encourages each individual to face the difficulties they 
encounter in the knowledge that we are in their corner 
offering them the help and support that they have come to us 
for. Such expertise is offered from a wealth of experience.

Care for older people
Every person is unique. At CrossReach, we work with older 
people and their families to identify, shape and tailor services 
which support and enhance the wellbeing of each individual 
person. Our aim is to support people to realise their dreams and  
aspirations at this stage of their life.  

Support for children, young people and families
Many families look for support at some point in their lives. We 
recognise the impact that adverse experiences can have, not 
just in childhood but into adulthood. We believe that by being 
there to walk alongside children and their families we can help 
them to build on their own strengths and resilience to 
overcome and achieve the outcomes important to them.  

www.crossreach.org.uk

“Supporting positive outcomes and learning from our older citizens is a privilege for us in 
CrossReach every day. Our service is built on respect, trust and love in action.”

Allan Logan
Director, Older People Services
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Older age can bring changes to your way of life. 
It doesn’t mean an end to your quality of life. 
At CrossReach we have been pioneering the care 
of older people for decades, with particular 
emphasis on dementia care.
 
We believe that every life can be enhanced, and 
should be lived as fully as possible. Quality of life 
means being part of a community, maintaining 
your independence and focusing on the things 
you can do, not the things you can’t. 
 
It’s true that older age can bring challenges, as 
well as some difficult decisions. But our aim is to 
give you and your family a voice in deciding your 
future. We can help you navigate your options so 
that you can embrace your next chapter with
confidence.

Did you know...
Creative Art and Dementia: 
Creativity can stimulate conversation, 
aid concentration and can support 
memory retention.

CrossReach has ten Heart for Art creative 

art groups across Scotland.

Did you know...
 

Dementia: There are over 90,000 
people living with dementia in 
Scotland today. 
CrossReach has Dementia Ambassadors 
in all its dementia care homes and services. 
They have enhanced skills and knowledge 
in dementia care, and provide a point of 
contact for families and carers.

In 1983 CrossReach opened Scotland’s 
first specialist dementia care home at 
Williamwood House in Glasgow and we are 
still leading the way in dementia care today. 
We have eighteen care homes across
Scotland, including seven exclusively for 
people with dementia.
 
All our care homes offer a loving and 
homely environment, where everyone is 
treated with dignity and respect. Our staff 
have specialist experience and an enhanced 
level of training that ensures we can make 
life as comfortable, stimulating and fulfilling 
as it can be. From Day Care Support to
Respite Care, Residential and Specialist 
care, we take time to get to know each 
person in our care, and plan activities to 
match their individual interests, knowledge, 
experiences and skills.
 
Promoting creativity, self worth and 
achievement for people with dementia, 
CrossReach set up Heart for Art in 2012, 
creative arts groups for people with 
dementia across Scotland. We know from 
research and our own experience that  
creativity stimulates conversation, aids 
concentration and even improves memory 

retention.

Did you know...
Intergenerational Relationships:
“The chains of relationships between 
ageing parents, adult children and 
grandchildren are known as 
intergenerational relationships. 
Ageing adults are living healthier lives 
making interactions more important 
than ever.” Galloway Ridge.
 
An award winning intergenerational 
partnership initiative between Care and 
Learning Alliance’s Junior World and the 
CrossReach Whinnieknowe Care Home in 
Nairn, continues to attract recognition for 
the positive impact this initiative is having 
for local children and the residents at 
Whinnieknowe.  
Wee Ones at Whinnieknowe or “WOW” for 
short, has brought little ones from Junior 
World and residents of Whinnieknowe 
together, providing opportunities to share 
interests and experiences, get involved in 
joint activities, and of course creating a 
real sense of fun and laughter.

People who use our services said...

• 99% said that employees have the skills to 
care for them.

• 98% of people said they feel valued and  
included. 

• 99.9% said that the service treats them well.

Did you know...

We have… 

1700 employees providing care and support 
across Scotland.

90% of employees said they would recommend 
CrossReach to friends and family as a service.

88% of employees say the work I do makes 
me feel good.

I don’t think I’ll ever forget standing at Croy train station in autumn 2012. The high 
speed trains had become something of a morbid fascination. On this one particular 
day however a thought occurred to me stronger than normal, that I was literally a few 
steps away from making everything stop. 
It was a couple of months later, in November, that I ended up in CrossReach’s 
Rainbow House. I had just turned 25 and couldn’t understand how I had ended up in 
such a desperate state. Only a year and a half earlier I had graduated from university. 
I arrived at Rainbow House with a few basic belongings and the firm belief that two 
weeks would be enough to ‘sort myself out’. The first week was a blur but slowly I 
was coaxed out of my shell by staff and peers. I think I had forgotten what it was like 
to have a conversation, to laugh with someone, to sit down and eat a meal. I worked 
closely with my keyworker and came to see the reality of my addiction. 
The project was an amazing bridge between residential rehab and moving into my 
own flat. It offered me a supportive base for nine months where I could build up  
support networks, confidence and life skills. Staff helped me to help myself. 
Today, thanks to the grace of God, the fellowship of AA and the people from  
CrossReach, I have the privilege of working at the Whiteinch Move-On service.

I have worked for CrossReach since 2005, mostly in services for children and families. I have been 
around for a while and have the privilege of seeing many many lives changed and the impact of 
the commitment and dedication of those providing CrossReach services. 
Within our services for children with additional support needs, I have watched children come  
through the doors aged 8 and leave at age 18 ready to move on to whatever adventures their adult 
lives hold. For so many of our families, CrossReach has been a lifeline and I am proud to be part of 
the family.

The service is so important to people who use it. One client, Sam, told us that he really enjoys  
coming to this group because he is defined as an artist rather than an older person with Alzheimer’s.
There is a huge social aspect to Heart for Art: it brings people out of complete isolation, or allows 
them to spend rare quality time with their families and friends. 
We also exhibit in local and national settings across Scotland.  For us, this is an opportunity to 
reach out to others, and to openly tackle the stigma attached to dementia by boldly displaying the 
achievements of each individual. It also explores how the act of both viewing and making art can be 
a powerful way of connecting with self, forging meaningful connections with others, and  
improving the general well-being of those living with the condition and their carers.

Margaret Morrison
Employee of the year
(2018)  
Activities Co-Ordinator,  
Cameron House.

Colleagues said...
Margaret has transformed the life of our service users since commencing in her post. She has the 
qualities and skills for promoting excellence towards the service users’ welfare and wellbeing. She 
also supports service users families and friends, giving them time to talk and offers support and 
friendship. 

She is kind and compassionate towards service users, going the extra mile to ensure they are 
comfortable with whatever they are doing. 

Margaret has worked extremely hard, ensuring that there is a wide and varied programme of  
activities for all service users and giving them a more meaningful quality of life.

 Our employees

Liann Weir, 

Managing Co-ordinator,  
Glasgow Children’s Services

Paula Pinda,  
Heart for Art Manager,  
CrossReach

Prince’s Trust  
Partnership
In partnership with The Prince’s Trust, we
offer a 5 week programme of training and 
work experience for young people who are 
interested in working within Health and Social 
care. People aged between 16 – 30 who are 
unemployed and interested in a career in the 
Health and Social Care sector can apply.

I now feel happier and positive 
about my life. I would like to thank all 
the staff at CrossReach and Prince’s 
Trust. I have loved every minute.
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Since I got a place on this course I  
have found a sense of purpose in 
myself as an individual and met new 
friends along the way.

Now I can open the doors to 
fresh opportunities, thank you all.

Mairi Baker,
Worker at Whiteinch  
Move On Service

“Our employees and volunteers have a long legacy of providing social care and support in 
Scotland, often remarking on the privilege of the work they do, and how in helping others, 
their own lives are transformed.”

Mari Rennie, 
Director, Human Resource and Organisational Development  

I like the way I am included.

The work you do is amazing. Your 
support is outstanding.

I hope the staff know the very real 
difference their love and care is 
making to those they care for and 
to the lives of their carers.

People who use our service said...

These articles first appeared in the January 
2019 issue of Life and Work, the magazine 
of the Church of Scotland.

Heart for Art is a creative arts service for 
older people living with dementia, 
supported financially in part by Life 
Changes Trust.

Those who attend create their own  
self- directed body of creative work. 

This allows people to take control of their  
self-expression; their identity; and feel 
empowered in the face of a dementia  
diagnosis.

Lochside in Skye by Bob Anderson 

Purple Mists by Lorraine Bryson

Woodland Sunlight by Betty and Ian Hunter

Ignominia by Valerie Kemp
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Jennifer’s Dog

Our volunteers

Colleagues said ...
David came to Morven Day Services for support in 2009, from a career in journalism. His inspiration  
to volunteer with the service came from his participation in the Creative Writing group and in 
2010 he became the group facilitator. This was just the beginning. He became actively involved in  
re-introducing the service’s newsletter, the production of the ‘See Me’ project and of the  
service’s Annual Review.

David Lloyd,  
Volunteer of the year (2013)

CrossReach is one of the biggest providers of 
counselling in Scotland. Our therapeutic  
services are provided by over 200 post 
graduate trained volunteer counsellors and 
therapists. 

We are nationally respected and often a first 
choice for trainee placements and offer a 
range of development opportunities to gain 
valuable experience in working with children 
and young people, substance misuse, perinatal 
mental health, relationship and generic 
counselling.

Colleagues said...
Margaret is a customer of, and volunteer for, Threshold Glasgow. She is part of Threshold Glasgow’s 
management team and volunteers at weekly management meetings. She is a lay assessor for the 
Care Inspectorate and has carried out 10 inspections to date. She is involved in the community 
involvement committee which organised events to raise money for CrossReach’s Learning 
Disabilities National Forum. As part of the forum, she attends monthly meetings, writes reports 
and helps run events to raise money. To develop her role as a volunteer she attends regular
training with the Scottish Consortium for Learning Disability. Margaret is part of a small team that 
goes to speak at colleges and universities throughout the year. This has a positive effect as she 
discusses how she receives care and how empowering that can be. 

Margaret Winchcole,  
Volunteer of the year (2016)

There are a number of volunteer and student 
placement opportunities at CrossReach, such 
as Taxi Buddy, Art and Play Therapists, Friends 
Group, Regional Speakers, and Fundraiser.

Volunteer rolesDid you know...

Our counselling services have around 300 
volunteers providing support every year.

The Full Exhibition
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Exhibition layout

Childhood past and present

Calamari SHANARRI have been donated for the exhibition.  
Each leg of Cal Stands for eight wellbeing indicators SHANARRI:
Safe, Healthy, Achieving, Nurtured, Active, Respected, Responsible and 
Included.
Feel free to take one away. You can let us know how Cal is getting on 
meeting new friends via social media.

1950s reminiscence space 
Children sensory area
Reflecting on homelessness
Childhood past and present

Please enjoy these spaces and feel free to 
interact with the items on display.

www.crossreach.org.uk  |  0131 657 2000

Sponsored by

iPad - Children, young people and families storiesF

Donations and contactless point

The exhibition is free. 
Your donation will support the 
ongoing work of CrossReach.

Thanks to the The Parish Church of St Cuthbert for 
hosting this exhibition.

1.  Introduction to CrossReach and its services 

2.  Very Rev Professor Archibald Charteris and the social care timeline 

3. Care for older people 

4.  1950s reminiscence space 

5. Heart for Art 

6. Our employees 

7. Our volunteers 

B

C

A Large screen TV - CrossReach over 150 years

iPad - Services over the years and older people service stories

Small screen TV - video clips from older people services 

Dimensions: 
4m x 6m

Exhibition Stand A
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Host 
Responsibilities

CrossReach
Responsibilities 

Comments 

Information packs including 
checklists and user guides

ü

Transportation ü

Storage ü

Setting up Exhibition ü

Checks and sign off ü Final sign-off on the set up day

Sockets and Connectivity ü

Media package (TVs and 
iPads)

ü Includes software and content displayed

Electricity ü

Promotional Material 
(Posters, tear flags, signs)

ü Materials can be loaned to host 
organisation or be purchased.

Digital Advertising (listing on 
websites and social media)

ü

Training of volunteers ü

Damages ü Damage pertaining to the exhibition, 
entertainment package equipment and 
promotional material

Insurance ü TBC

Security ü

Break down of exhibition ü

The Full Exhibition 

The Mini Exhibition
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Host 
Responsibilities

CrossReach
Responsibilities 

Comments 

Information packs including 
set up guides

ü

Transportation ü

Setting up Exhibition ü

Promotional Material ü

Security ü

Break down of exhibition ü

For more information, terms and conditions please email: bdd@crossreach.org.uk

Service Level Agreements 



t: 0131 657 2000
e: bdd@crossreach.org.uk
www.crossreach.org.uk/150th-anniversary

150 years of social care: Tell your story


